A major challenge in interactive evolution is extracting user preferences with minimal probing. We introduce an interactive multi-objective coevolutionary algorithm that actively selects the most informative probes: We simultaneously coevolve a population of candidate models that explain users' selection so far, and a population of candidate probes that cause the most divergence among model predictions, thereby elucidating model uncertainties (divergence). As progress is made, we begin selecting for probes with the highest expected outcome averaged among different models, thereby exploiting model certainties (consensus). In the evolution of pen stroke drawings, we find this technique to be highly effective at extracting preference models from very limited human interaction. Using only pair-wise preference questions, strategy and preference in pen stroke drawings are extracted in fewer than ten user probes. Our results show that the optimal questions to probe the user need not include drawings similar to the target drawing. Instead, the user models converge on trends in the user responses, thereby extrapolating strong preference for target drawings which the models are never actually trained to prefer.
INTRODUCTION
Interactive evolution is a powerful explorative search technique that utilizes human input to make subjective decisions on potential problem solutions [1] . The fitness landscape in each domain is thereby determined explicitly by the human user. Reliance on human input however, induces two major challenges: First, the time cost to collect human input greatly prohibits the discovery of complex solutions. Second, the quality and accuracy of human input greatly degrades with repeated prompts for input.
In this paper, we introduce a coevolutionary algorithm to maximize the information obtained from the user and minimize the necessary interaction. We coevolve a population of individual solutions with a population of models that predict the user's preference. Coevolved solutions are used both to maximize user preference, and also to probe the user in order to refine uncertainty in the user models, two objectives that are not necessarily aligned.
Our primary hypothesis is that intelligently probing the user for input based on their coevolutionary behavior can generate more accurate user models than conventional modeling from very limited user interaction. New user probes must challenge and refine uncertainty and ambiguity in the model population.. We claim that -like the game of 20 questions -the coevolved individual solutions provide invaluable information to select these new user probes and find optimal user questions base on answers to previous probes [2, 3] .
We then compare our results with the interactive costs of a random search and a perfect local search algorithm. The random search comparison shows how effectively the exponential domain can be narrowed through coevolution. The perfect local search comparison, where the user essentially draws their exact preference explicitly, shows how the interactive coevolution of user models and probes algorithm can extract a specific preferred drawing from the user with fewer user probes and much simpler binary preference questions.
ALGORITHM SUMMARY
The interactive coevolution of user models and probes algorithm presented in this paper maintains three essential components: the individual population, a graph of user preference training data, and the comparator model ensemble, motivated by an EEA setup [4, 5] . The algorithm operations on these components in five stages: calculating the best comparison pair, requesting the user's input, generating new relations based on the feedback received, training the comparator model ensemble, and evolving the individual population using the comparator model.
The algorithm predicts the most informative test for the user, refines user models, and then evolves individuals. This process continues until the user is satisfied with the top ranked individual coevolved by the comparator ensemble. As long as the user has a consistent preference, further iterations will stabilize and simply fine tune the preferred result. 
EVOLVING DRAWINGS 3.1 Drawing Encoding
In this experiment we evolve drawings produced by a series of closed pen strokes. Each individual encodes each coordinate drawn to on a 32 by 32 pixel image. In our experiments we predefine the number of strokes for each drawing, but this could easily be evolved as well in future work.
Discovering Star Shape Preference

Star Drawings
In this experiment, the algorithm evolves drawings with six pen strokes. Here we evaluate the algorithm ability to identify a preference for star-shaped drawings. In this experiment we make two basic algorithm comparisons with random search and local search techniques. These comparisons gauge how effectively our algorithm reduces the interactive cost with the user to discover the target drawing. Figure 1 shows one randomly chosen run to evolve an approximate star shaped drawing. The user has a general strategy when answering comparison prompts to prefer shapes with multiple sharp pointed corners such as a star shape has. The user's preferred drawing for each comparison is shown in green, nonpreferred drawings are shown in red, and drawings deemed to be equivalent are shown in dark yellow.
Results
Notice in Figure 1 that a very well formed star is derived as the top predicted shape after five user prompts. No prior prompts required a star shape. Instead the comparator model inferred the star shape as an optimum solution given the user responses favoring shapes with multiple sharp edges. Figure 2 shows the comparison with the user comparator model algorithm with the perfect local search and random search algorithms. The logarithmic scale shows that the user comparator model makes significant improvement over the perfectly performing local search and random search.
CONCLUSION
Empirical results in this paper show the interactive coevolution of user models and probes algorithm to be very effective at extracting preference models and resulting solutions from very limited human interaction. Using only pair-wise preference questions, strategy and preference in pen stroke drawings are extracted in fewer than ten user probes.
In comparison to the perfect local search algorithm, where the user essentially draws their exact preference explicitly, the interactive coevolution of user models and probes algorithm requires roughly ten times fewer total user input. Furthermore, the prompts to the user are presented in much simpler binary preference questions.
Finally, our results show that the optimal questions to probe the user need not include drawings similar to the target drawing. Instead, the user models converge on trends in the user responses, thereby extrapolating strong preference for target drawings which the models are never actually trained to prefer. 
